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Ampascachi only offers horse riding holidays in Argentinaonly offers horse riding holidays in Argentina.

Horse culture is part of Argentina’s traditions.Horse culture is part of Argentina’s traditions.

Exploring this country on horseback is an unforgettable experiences.

Download our eBook: Discover Argentina on HorsebackDownload our eBook: Discover Argentina on Horseback.

A French woman in the Caucasus offeringA French woman in the Caucasus offering
equestrian tourism...equestrian tourism...

This is the story of a French woman offering equestrian tourism in the

Greater Caucasus, from Georgia to Azerbaijan and Kabardino Balkaria. Her

name is Audrey Bogini. She lives in Georgia and runs the Caucasus

Trekking Company. Since her professional life and multicultural

experiences has awakened our interest, we asked for an interview with

her. In this interview, she explains what she offers riders that wish to make

a horseback trip in Asia to discover a nomadic may of life and live a true

adventure.

Audrey has mapped each itinerary. She met the local people and

established a bond with them. It takes a long time to make an itinerary.

Whether they are Georgian, Tush, Svan, Azerbaijani of Lezgin, Tat, Talysh

or Qetish origin, Abkhazian or Armenian, Adyghe or Ossetian, all of them

are trusted people with who Audrey has a close relationship. They have

become close friends or partners. They are herders, peasants, repairmen,

farmers or hairdressers. Audrey creates, organizes and guides all her trips.

Continue reading this interview to learn more about Georgia, its culture

and the alternatives you have if you want to explore this impressive and

beautiful region.

Audrey, when did you start to ride and when did you have yourAudrey, when did you start to ride and when did you have your

first horse?first horse?

My first contact with horses was when I was a teenager. I took part in

a national horse competition. CSO. I used to spend most of my time

on a farm. A 28-year-old herder called Spiridon gave me my first

horse.

You spend several months in Georgia. How long have you beenYou spend several months in Georgia. How long have you been

doing that? Why Georgia?doing that? Why Georgia?

I am French and come from a village near Nice. Having studied fluid

mechanics, I worked in the Ariane 4 launch missions, in French

Guiana, for 3 years. Since I was a child, I have had this irreversible and

acute geographical instability. Therefore, I soon gave up my well-

defined career to live near the sea and embarked on new adventures.

I left the western realities behind. I dared to go out of a comfortable

system to live a more exposed and uncertain life, one that is fuelled

by discovery, the beauty of encounters, physical and psychological

challenges.

I have explored remote areas of our planet in a self-sufficientI have explored remote areas of our planet in a self-sufficient

way, on foot or on horsebackway, on foot or on horseback, in the Caucasus, in Irian Jaya, in

Pamir Kirghiz, in Mongolia, in Patagonia, in Hungary, in the Carpathians,

in some parts of the Andes and on some faraway islands of the

Maluku archipelago, on Celebes, in the Philippines and in the Pacific. I

went on kayak expeditions in the meanders of the Guyanese forest. I

have also visited the desert in Jordan, the Euphrates in Syria, the

West Bank or the Siberian winter. I have also been to the fiords of New

Zealand and Lofoten.

Since I started my Caucasian pilgrimages in 2003, I have hadSince I started my Caucasian pilgrimages in 2003, I have had

this passion for the ethnic groups of the mountains in thesethis passion for the ethnic groups of the mountains in these

unknown regions and for the Tush in particular. They are theunknown regions and for the Tush in particular. They are the

last semi-nomadic people in Georgialast semi-nomadic people in Georgia. I have also worked in

Germany in 2006, before launching this wonderful Caucasian

undertaking, where, in collaboration with Gia, I founded Caucasus

Trekking.

In 2017, I launched Caucasus Expedition, which specializes inIn 2017, I launched Caucasus Expedition, which specializes in

epic tours in the entire Greater Caucasus mountain range to goepic tours in the entire Greater Caucasus mountain range to go

out and meet the local ethnic groupsout and meet the local ethnic groups. I went to Azerbaijan and

lived with the Lezgins in the North Caucasus; in Kabardino Balkaria

with the Adyghe people and in Georgia, of course, with the Tush.

Together with them, I have followed the rhythm of transhumance for

more than 17 years.

Being an organized adventurer, I have examined all theBeing an organized adventurer, I have examined all the

itineraries, managed all the expeditions and I have been myitineraries, managed all the expeditions and I have been my

own guide in 90% of the toursown guide in 90% of the tours. I speak French, English, German,

Georgian, Russian and Spanish.

“Georgia is a country that you must visit”“Georgia is a country that you must visit”

Georgia occupies an area that is nearly twice as large as Switzerland.

It is bounded to the west by Turkey and the Black Sea, to the north by

Russia, and to the south by Armenia and Azerbaijan. It is the transition

between Europe and Asia. Thanks to its strategic position, it was

included on the Silk RoadSilk Road but it also attracted big invaders. FromFrom

the myth of Jason, who went in search of the Golden Fleece tothe myth of Jason, who went in search of the Golden Fleece to

Queen Tamar and the PerestroikaQueen Tamar and the Perestroika; from these majestic Caucasian

landscapes to the tropical gentleness of the Black Sea; from thefrom the

Caucasian Florence (Tbilisi) to the defence towers of the smallCaucasian Florence (Tbilisi) to the defence towers of the small

villages that dominate the valleys in the Caucasus, Georgia is avillages that dominate the valleys in the Caucasus, Georgia is a

country of paradoxescountry of paradoxes.

This country is known for its many cathedrals, monasteries andThis country is known for its many cathedrals, monasteries and

churcheschurches – witnesses of one of the oldest Christian countries in the

world – its magnificent troglodyte cities, its polyphonic singing andits polyphonic singing and

folkloric dances, and its colourful markets, which stand out forfolkloric dances, and its colourful markets, which stand out for

its flavourful products and delicacies. It is also famous forits flavourful products and delicacies. It is also famous for

being the cradle of wine, with one of the largest grape varietiesbeing the cradle of wine, with one of the largest grape varieties

in the world (over 500)in the world (over 500). Georgia is opulence and diversity, culture

and traditions, wine and gastronomy, altruism and philanthropy,

festivities and feasts that liven Georgians up. They are proud people

(probably too proud!), who resisted multiple invasions from Persia,

Turkey, Arabia, Mongolia with Genghis Khan, Timur and Turkmens; and

who fervently defended their cultural and spiritual heritage, their

traditions and their borders.

Despite the traces left by Joseph Vissarionovich Djougachvili, better

known as Stalin, the post-communist years and the ravages of the

civil war, Georgians will surprise you with their humanity,Georgians will surprise you with their humanity,

respect and generosityrespect and generosity. You will be seduced by their joy of living

and their simplicity. Doubtlessly, you will think that this is the most

wonderful country in the world. Well, you are right… I warned you!

Once you visit this country, you will never forget it.

Why did you choose Georgia?Why did you choose Georgia?

That is a difficult question. To answer it, first, you need to discover

this magnificent country:) The horseback tours take you to the

remotest parts of Georgia. You will live in symbiosis with this unspoilt

nature.

The beauty of its landscapes, the joy of living of its welcoming people

and their culture, which is so different from ours.

Since their culture is so different from the French culture, was itSince their culture is so different from the French culture, was it

difficult for you to adapt? How did they accept you?difficult for you to adapt? How did they accept you?

At first, it was not easy and today, it is not easy, either. However, the

situation has changed much since then. In Georgia and in theIn Georgia and in the

Caucasus in general, the system is patriarchalCaucasus in general, the system is patriarchal. We can find

certain forms of misogyny. As a woman running my own business,As a woman running my own business,

I had to struggle because horses were something that onlyI had to struggle because horses were something that only

men could handlemen could handle. Today, I am older, thus, I have earned young

people’s respect. In all this time, I have proved that my work is

beneficial to the community. Gia has also participated actively in

mind-set emancipation.

Where are you based in Georgia? Where is Tusheti? What is it like?Where are you based in Georgia? Where is Tusheti? What is it like?

Who are the Tush and what is their life like?Who are the Tush and what is their life like?

I live in TushetiI live in Tusheti. This region is in the Greater Caucasus range, in

Georgia. The only gateway to this small mountain region is at almost

3,000 m and it remains covered with snow more than 7 months a

year. There is only one road, which was constructed under the Soviet

regime during the Second World War, and it enables vehicular access

from June to October. Since then, the affected «Chaghma» families

have migrated to the plains where they can spend winters more

comfortably. Until then, they lived off the land in complete autarchy,

hunting, fishing and producing their own food, with no running water

or electricity, with no sovereign or chief, but with their secular heroes

like Zezva Gaprindauli.

Actually, there were two migration waves towards KajetiaActually, there were two migration waves towards Kajetia, the

first one in 1830 and the second in 1950. In the latter, the number of

displaced people was greater. In this Georgian region, interacting with

neighbouring ethnic groups – Chechens, Avars, Lekebis, Ingush and

Xevsur – was frequent until the 19th century, especially with the

people from the northern Caucasus. They were considered “hillbillies”

and just hearing their name, citizens got frightened until the early

20th century. Even though they were not highwaymen, their

reputation reached all Caucasians. Nevertheless, communicationcommunication

between two villages in the Caucasus was hard: geography hasbetween two villages in the Caucasus was hard: geography has

been a determining factor. The Caucasian region is divided inbeen a determining factor. The Caucasian region is divided in

many parts and there are 120 different dialectsmany parts and there are 120 different dialects, which has

prevented understanding among the communities. Despite their

different languages, these mountain communities had some beliefs in

common, which derived from Caucasian paganism.

Today, only a handful of sedentary people live all year round ata handful of sedentary people live all year round at

an altitude of over 2,000 metresan altitude of over 2,000 metres. Finally, there is anotheranother

minority, the semi-nomads who have always lived to theminority, the semi-nomads who have always lived to the

rhythm of transhumancerhythm of transhumance. At present, these herders spend the

winter in the south of Georgia, on the border with Azerbaijan, in a

semi-desert region called Vaschlovani or Chiraki. By the end of April,

herders gather their animals and get ready to face the 300 km that

keep them away from their pastures.

For seventeen years, I have shared my life with semi-nomads. IFor seventeen years, I have shared my life with semi-nomads. I

take part in this magnificent pendular movement with mytake part in this magnificent pendular movement with my

horseshorses as only travel companions, who are delighted to find the new

pastures in the mountainsides.

In this mysterious area of Tusheti, time and life take on anotherIn this mysterious area of Tusheti, time and life take on another

dimensiondimension. Days are signalled by the sun, (Elia, god of the weather)

and life is determined by the seasons. Money is not useful here. Even

though this harsh environment sometimes reminds us of reality, the

simple life, the stunning landscapes, the traditional customs and the

respect that the Tush have for their land will simply move you.

Do you speak their language? How did you learn it?Do you speak their language? How did you learn it?

With the Tush, I use their dialect, which comes from old Georgian.

Today, it is very similar to Georgian. There are only a few different

words. In Azerbaijan and in Kabardino Balkaria, I manage with my basic

Russian.

What can you tell us about Georgia’s cuisine? Their typical foodsWhat can you tell us about Georgia’s cuisine? Their typical foods

or interesting deserts?or interesting deserts?

Georgia is a paradise of fruits and vegetables. The climate is perfect

and the soil is very rich. They grow everything, from tomatoes to kakis,

from kiwis to cabbages, from beans to peaches, plums, nuts, etc.

Their cuisine was influenced by the Middle East. Meals are well

seasoned but not too spicy. They use different herbs and spices,

specially coriander and nuts. Since it is a cattle-farming country, we

can find all types of meat. There is a wide range of dishes and its

cuisine is very flavourful.

Do you work with local people?Do you work with local people?

I only work with local peopleI only work with local people. I created a network in each country. I

have lived with the Tush for 17 years and have employed people from

this community.

The other trips outside Georgia are expeditions that are more

committed and I make them once a year. The itinerary changes every

year. There, I work only with locals, too.

Why are your horses special? What breeds are they? How manyWhy are your horses special? What breeds are they? How many

do you have? Do you breed them or do they come from anotherdo you have? Do you breed them or do they come from another

local breeder?local breeder?

My herd is made of 15 horses, which I am raising and training. My

horses are only used in Tusheti expeditions. They are a local breed.They are a local breed.

Medium-sized, strong and rustic horses. They are easy-goingMedium-sized, strong and rustic horses. They are easy-going

and friendly with humansand friendly with humans. Their agility is incomparable with the

rest of the world. They can go anywhere, even in rocky areas. They

know what to do and have a lot of experience. When foals are 3

months old, they come with me during the treks and thus, by

following their mother, they learn to place their feet.

I also work in Azerbaijan and Russia, but only once a year and with

local workers.

How did you plan and inspect your routes?How did you plan and inspect your routes?

Caucasus ExpeditionsCaucasus Expeditions is not a big travel agency but only a human-

sized structure that will do its best to share a leisurely moment and a

change of setting with you. We live with the Tush, the last semi-We live with the Tush, the last semi-

nomadic ethnic group in Georgia, in the Greater Caucasusnomadic ethnic group in Georgia, in the Greater Caucasus. Our

base camp: Tusheti. Without a doubt, it is one of the last Georgian

mountain regions where you can still feel Chamyl’s breath. You will

marvel at the mysteries and living conditions of native people. TheThe

simplicity and beauty of this life in symbiosis with naturalsimplicity and beauty of this life in symbiosis with natural

elements will surprise youelements will surprise you.

Our wish is to go beyond the landscapesOur wish is to go beyond the landscapes, be soaked with the

Caucasian atmosphere, and be carried away by these beautiful wild

settings. This total immersion will help you discover the locals,This total immersion will help you discover the locals,

by taking part in their everyday life and traditions, and stayingby taking part in their everyday life and traditions, and staying

at their typical houses…with themat their typical houses…with them. Unique and authentic moments

that you will share with them. This trip is not only about great scenery

but also the discovery of its people.

What level of experience is it required in your tours?What level of experience is it required in your tours?

The riding level is as follows:

1. In Tusheti1. In Tusheti: An average level is far enough except for the

transhumance. I break and train all of my horses. For beginners, if you

are a fit sportsperson and like mountains and horses, I encourage you

to try this amazing experience together with horses.

2. In Kabardino Balkaria2. In Kabardino Balkaria: An average to good level is required. The

rhythm is faster and the time spent in the saddle is quite long. They

are not my horses.

3. In Azerbaijan3. In Azerbaijan: An average / good level is compulsory. They are

easy horses but not my horses.

How is your logistics for the riding tours organized?How is your logistics for the riding tours organized?

What about the accommodation, do you use tents or mountainWhat about the accommodation, do you use tents or mountain

shelters?shelters?

All expeditions I am offering are self-sufficient; the material isAll expeditions I am offering are self-sufficient; the material is

carried by packhorses, which come along with uscarried by packhorses, which come along with us. No car access

(except for Kabardino Balkaria the first 3 days). We camp and cookWe camp and cook

fresh food every dayfresh food every day. You have to put up your own tent. You are 2

riders per tent. We have a big tent for the material and eating if the

weather is not fine (except in Azerbaijan, no big tent).

Mostly done at a slow pace as we are riding on very narrowwe are riding on very narrow

passages, up at an average of 1,000 m a day, over passes lyingpassages, up at an average of 1,000 m a day, over passes lying

at 3,100 m (and more)at 3,100 m (and more), crossing high-level water rivers, in deep

valleys.... In any case, it is not an expedition to gallop every day but to

enjoy the amazing landscapes and experience a life in the very

wilderness and remoteness in a self-sufficient way with the amazing

mountain horses:). You will be amazed by the way that the horses

work:). Therefore, you have to be fit and in good health condition. The

only one where you can expect more rhythm is the trail in Kabardino

Balkaria. We have some longer gallops but anyway don’t expect the

ones you can get along a white sandy beach.

All the trips will allow you to be with the locals as theAll the trips will allow you to be with the locals as the

Caucasus Expedition’s philosophy is to generate a local microCaucasus Expedition’s philosophy is to generate a local micro

economyeconomy. Besides, it allows us to appreciate the environment,

history, tradition and the culture of the area we are riding through.
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What type of routes do you offer and what is the essence of thisWhat type of routes do you offer and what is the essence of this

experience?experience?

1. Azerbaijan trail1. Azerbaijan trail: This is a very wild one trail, certainly the most

difficult ride you can ever find on the horseback expedition market

place. We are riding in some very secluded areas without any phone

connection during all the expedition. The rescue services are very

limited too. You have to be very fit, some mountain experience is

compulsory and it is even better to be a hiker too (It may happen that

we have to walk even when going up). Sometimes the trails /

pathways are destroyed or there are no trails at all.

2. Kabardino Balkaria trails2. Kabardino Balkaria trails: This is probably the one during which

we gallop the most but once again the expedition remains in the high

mountainous area…The reason why I am asking more competencies is

that they are not my horses so they might be more unpredictable. In

Russia (Kabardino Balkaria), there are also taller and more powerful

horses.

3. Tusheti Trails (except transhumance, please see below for3. Tusheti Trails (except transhumance, please see below for

that)that): Having lived in Tusheti for 17 years, I know this region by heart.

The trails offer amazing landscapes, remoteness, wilderness and a

deep nature experience with horses and local people.

Transhumance in TushetiTranshumance in Tusheti

The transhumance during which I am driving my horses down to the

winter pastures:First, there is no itinerary as there are many

unpredictable events; the idea of taking part in the transhumance is

the following:

We first spend around 3/4 days discovering the Tusheti National Park

during which you learn to be self-sufficient with your horse (material

is different from Europe). Then, we spend 2 days gathering the horses

as well as my friends’ horses that we will take down. Finally, we ride

down.

The transhumance lasts 1,5 days to 2 days during which I have no time

to take care of the riders but only of the horses. There is a lot to do

and you can also help me.

What you have to knowWhat you have to know

During the 1,5 days of the transhumance we might spend morewe might spend more

than 14 hours on the way, the first day. We cannot stop to go tothan 14 hours on the way, the first day. We cannot stop to go to

the toilet or to eat. (so if you want to go to the toilet you havethe toilet or to eat. (so if you want to go to the toilet you have

to do it quickly and alone, and if you are hungry, you have toto do it quickly and alone, and if you are hungry, you have to

eat while riding or walking)eat while riding or walking). We may also walk a lot, about 4 hours,

after having ridden 10 hours, so it is physically demandingso it is physically demanding.

Furthermore, it may rain, snow and temperatures may dropit may rain, snow and temperatures may drop

dramaticallydramatically. We can be wet and very cold. Finally, I don’t cook and

there is no hot meal and no meal preparedthere is no hot meal and no meal prepared. We take in our pocket

all we need for the 1,5 days to 2 days. We usually arrive at night the

first day and have to set up the camp after having taking care of our

horses. We take only our floor mattress and sleeping bag withWe take only our floor mattress and sleeping bag with

us. No other staff during this transhumance. Your luggage willus. No other staff during this transhumance. Your luggage will

be carried down by carbe carried down by car.

The horses are excited and days are long. Therefore, I am asking forI am asking for

a very good riding levela very good riding level. Furthermore, you have to be very resistant,

fit, and ready to experience what could be very hard. It depends on

the year: this year it was fine; last year, the weather was exceptionally

beautiful and warm; two years ago, we had some very bad weather

conditions.

I offer the riders to take part in this transhumance (which is

absolutely amazing) but you have to know the real conditionsyou have to know the real conditions and

I prefer to be honest and don’t want to sell this absolutely. I do notI do not

want to make any business with it , but to spend some verywant to make any business with it , but to spend some very

good time and freedomgood time and freedom: this is also a time for me, a time that I

share with my Tush friends so everything is improvised. I have been

offering riders this trip for 4 years and each year, the experience with

them was fantastic. However, I prefer to be sure that the conditions

match your expectations. If you have any doubt, first try the Wild

Tusheti, which is already very impressive.

As regards safety, is there access to assistance in case of anAs regards safety, is there access to assistance in case of an

emergency? Is there any way of communication in the mountainsemergency? Is there any way of communication in the mountains

such as radio or satellite telephonesuch as radio or satellite telephone

As I have explained: The expeditions that I have been conducting for

17 years entail a moral obligation from you. It is not just anIt is not just an

adventure trip on paper, but a realityadventure trip on paper, but a reality. If you want to live a journey

in symbiosis with nature and know what a real adventure feels like,

you must be ready to take responsibility. This “adventure” is notThis “adventure” is not

only a financial commitment , in which responsibility isonly a financial commitment , in which responsibility is

someone else’s. To make an adventure trip is a physical andsomeone else’s. To make an adventure trip is a physical and

moral obligationmoral obligation. If you participate in one of the expeditions, you

must take the responsibility for yourself, that means you must be in

mental and physical conditions to go on such an expedition and you

must be aware of the risks of riding a horse and the risks when riding

in the mountains. We do our best do minimize all risks and take care

of the riders, but we travel in remote mountain areas, that is a fact.

In AzerbaijanIn Azerbaijan

There is no phone signal. There are almost no rescue services. Seven

days with no phone connection for a journey in the Greater Caucasus.

There are hospitals in Baku.

In Kabardino BalkariaIn Kabardino Balkaria

You have phone signal almost every day, but not everywhere!

Mountain rescue services are not the European standards but they

work. Mount Elbruz has been a legendary mountain for centuries. The

military have helicopters and assist you in case of an emergency.

There are local hospitals.

In Tusheti, GeorgiaIn Tusheti, Georgia

In the case of the Tusheti and Transhumance expeditions: Phone

signal is quite regular but not permanent. Connection point. Two

consecutive days without phone signal at most.

For the Wild Tusheti tour: Rare phone signal. Four consecutive days

without connection at least. There are connection points, but in the

worst-case scenario, it takes 7/8 hours on horseback to get to a

connection point.

Mountain rescue services are provided by the military by helicopter.

(No European standards). In Tbilisi, there are very good private

hospitals with European standards.

Thank you very much Audrey for giving us all these detailsThank you very much Audrey for giving us all these details

about the life and culture of Georgia’s Greater Caucasus.about the life and culture of Georgia’s Greater Caucasus.

It was a pleasure to enlarge our knowledge about

the programs of Caucasus Trekking Company,the programs of Caucasus Trekking Company,

which riders will take into account for their next horse riding holidays.

Would you fancy the idea of traveling the worldWould you fancy the idea of traveling the world
on the back of a horse, but you don't know howon the back of a horse, but you don't know how
to plan it?to plan it?

Download our free ebook "How to plan your next horseback trip""How to plan your next horseback trip" and

learn all you need to know when planning an unforgettable horse riding

holiday.

~

WHAT IS  YOUR OPINION? LEAVE A COMMENT

MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

The content creation team at Ampascachi Horse Riding Holiday would like to thank our
readers who have written a comment on this interview with Audrey Bogini from Caucasus
Trekking Company.

We would like to clarify that the content creation team does not make comments or
judgements on the answers of the interviewed person.

In this case we solely publish the opinions of our blog readers about the concepts of the
interview, whenever they do not offend the interviewed person.

Thank you again for your comments.

YOUR COMMENTSYOUR COMMENTS

Name* Email - Your email will not be published.*

Write your comment*

I have read and accept the Privacy PolicyPrivacy Policy *

POST COMMENTPOST COMMENT

PommierPommier -- Fecha: 20/05/2020

I was there the first year of Audray horse trail, with a group of 4 friends and I am please to see it goes on

with the same sincerity and pleasure of discovery. 
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